
 

 
 

Turtle Road Crossing Monitor Field Sheet – Nest Sighting Data 
 

Date: ________________________            
 

Site/road name: ___________________________________________                                                           
 

Forecasted temperature (°C): _______________ 
 

Start time: _____________________                  
 

Finish time: ____________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

When filling out the chart below, please remember to: 

• Record GPS coordinates in decimal degree format below with as many numbers after the decimal point as possible (check GPS settings). An example of 
GPS coordinates in decimal degrees is: 44.848165°N, 78.684209°W 

• Use a new sheet (this document) for every field trip 

• Take a photo for every nest you collect data for 
 

Coordinates: 
Longitude and 
latitude  

(example: 
44.848165°N, 
78.684209°W) 

Relative 
Location: along 
the road 
shoulder/ off to 
the side of the 
road shoulder, 
etc. 

Substrate: 

sand, 
gravel, 
sandy- 
gravel, 
etc.? 
 

Predated: 
Y/N 

Eggs: If the nest is 
predated…  

Species: If you witnessed the nest 
being laid, record the species 
(Snapping/ Blanding’s/ Painted/ 
Map/ Musk/ Spotted/ Wood), or if 
you saw “sand boobs”, record 
Snapping Turtle. If the nest is 
predated, try to determine the egg 
shape (ping pong vs. oval), if 
possible. 

Nest Protector: 
Was a cage 
installed to protect 
eggs? (Y/N) *only 
install a nest 
protector if you 
received  
permission from 
TG staff 

Photo 
taken? 

 

how 
many 
predated 
eggs are 
there 
(count 
the egg 
shells)? 

can you 
see any 
viable 
eggs left in 
the nest, 
and if so, 
how 
many? 

         

         

Circle the weather descriptions that describe today’s conditions: 
No cloud cover  No wind   No rain   

Some cover (less than 50%)  Slight breeze   Slight rain   

High cover (more than 50%)  Moderate wind   Moderate rain 

Complete cloud cover Strong Wind  
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being laid, record the species 
(Snapping/ Blanding’s/ Painted/ Map/ 
Musk/ Spotted/ Wood), or if you saw 
“sand boobs”, record Snapping Turtle. 
If the nest is predated, try to 
determine the egg shape (ping pong 
vs. oval), if possible. 
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Was a cage 
installed to protect 
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protector if you 
received  
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Photo 
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